
PL 2044 - Social Philosophy
Topics for Paper #1.  Due Thursday, March 6.
Choose one of the following topics and respond to it in a paper of no less than 4 pages and no more than
6 pages.  Your paper should be typed, 10- or 12-point, double-spaced and spell-checked.  It should
conform to the guidelines for writing essay papers handed out in class.  Make Absolutely Certain that
you have read and understood these guidelines before you attempt to begin writing your
paper.  Please submit a hardcopy of your paper in class on the due date, as well as an e-version to
SafeAssign (see intructions on reverse).

1. Hobbes argues that people in the state of nature should form a commonwealth in which the sovereign
has near-absolute power.  Evaluate this claim by critically examining the steps used to establish it:
Hobbes’ view of human nature and human motivation; why life in the state of nature would, as a
result, be entirely unsatisfactory; how life under a sovereign with near-absolute power would be free of
these invonveniences; and why giving near-absolute power to a sovereign wouldn’t be a cure worse
than the disease.  At each step in the argument, charitably represent Hobbes’ view and evaluate its
merits.

2. Rousseau purports to explain the origin of moral and political inequality.  Give a well-organized
account of Rousseau’s explanation, criticizing any part(s) of it you find dubious or weak and
evaluating its plausibility as a whole.

3. Rousseau offers judgments about the goodness and badness of life as a savage and of life in society.
For instance, he claims natural humans are healthier than civilized humans, hence the State of
Nature is to be preferred.  Furthermore, any benefits modern medicine might accrue in terms of
prolonging life-spans implicitly assume societal fears (eg, fear of death) that natural humans do not
have.  Evaluate these and similar judgments by identifying them in the text, explaining what
arguments Rousseau provides in support of them, and assessing the soundness of these arguments.

4. Both Rousseau and Marx agree that contemporary society (or at least the society of their time) is
characterized by inequality and oppression.  Both believe that it prevents humans from realizing their
true natures.  How are their views similar?  How are they different?  (In answering these questions, be
sure to touch on their views concerning the division of labor, private property, oppression and
dependence, and their approaches towards formulating their positions.)
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Dear student, please note: When you submit a paper via SafeAssign, it will be electronically checked
for plagiarism.  For more information, please see the FAQ section below.

To submit a paper to SafeAssign...

1) Log on to MyPoly:     https://blackboard.poly.edu    

2) Select the correct course from the “My Courses” box on the right of your screen.

3) Once you’ve entered the course, click the “Assignments” button on the left of your screen.

4) Click the link under the desired assignment.  The link looks like this: >>     View/Complete   .

5) Click the “Browse” button and upload (attach) your paper.

6) Click in the check box (_) at item 3 if you want to submit your paper to the “Global Reference
Database.”  For a quick explanation of the “Global Reference Database,” there is a brief FAQ section
below1.  For fuller details, click the     here    link in item 3 (on the web page.)

7) Click the “Submit” button.

8) That’s it, you’re done!

FAQs:

1) How does [the SafeAssign] Global Reference Database work?  Blackboard's Global Reference Database
is a separate database where students voluntarily donate copies of their papers to help prevent
plagiarism.  It is separated from each institution's internal database, where all papers are stored by each
corresponding institution, and students are free to select the option to check their papers without
submitting them to the Global Reference Database.
2) [Is SafeAssign] claiming ownership on the content submitted to your Global Reference Database?
No, we are only authorized to store extra copies of student papers that were volunteered and use them for
plagiarism prevention purposes.
4) What is the Institutional Database?  The Institutional Database is the archive of papers submitted by
students in your institution. Each institution's Institutional Database is stored in the central SafeAssign
service and kept separate from other institution's databases. Papers are automatically added to this
database upon submission and are stored in the central service to be checked against other papers
submitted from your institution.  The Institutional Database is completely separate from the Global
Reference Database which extends across institutions and students must volunteer their papers to.
5) Who owns the  intellectual property rights for each submitted paper?  Blackboard does not claim any
ownership rights on the content submitted to SafeAssign.
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